It has been known for some time that the existing asymptotic methods for integrals and differential equations are not applicable in the case of Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials with degree going to infinity. Using the recently introduced nonlinear steepest descent method for Riemann-Hilbert problems, here we not only derive an asymptotic expansion for these polynomials, but we also show that the result holds uniformly in the complex plane except for a sector containing the real axis from −∞ to 1/4. Furthermore, we give an asymptotic formula for the zeros of these polynomials, which approximates the true values of the zeros closely. © 2005 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials, given in (1.5) below, were mentioned in the first edition (1939) of the authoritative book "Orthogonal Polynomials" by G. Szegő. Hence, they have been known to the specialists in the field of orthogonal polynomials for a long time. One of the special features of these polynomials is that they provide an example in which different weight functions can give the same moments (i.e., the moment problem is indeterminate). For ✩ The work of both authors were partially supported by grants from the Research Grant Council of Hong Kong. * Corresponding author.
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a recent paper on this topic, see Christiansen [2] . Another special feature is that they belong to what are now known as q-orthogonal polynomials. So any new and important method that works for the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials will have great potential to be applicable to other q-orthogonal polynomials, which has been a hot topic in the last quarter century.
Let us first recall the definition of these polynomials. Let k > 0 be a fixed number, and All these properties can be found in Szegő [10] and Chihara [1] ; see also Koekoek and Swarttouw [8] .
One of the major areas of research in the study of orthogonal polynomials is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the polynomials, and of their zeros, as the degree of the polynomials grows to infinity. For instance, in 1923 Wigert [11] proved that The result in (1.10) holds only for fixed x > 0. To obtain a more detailed description of the asymptotic behavior of the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials, the problem becomes extremely difficult. The difficulty lies in the fact that none of the existing asymptotic methods developed over a long period of time for differential equations (see Olver [9] ) and for integrals (see Wong [14] ) is applicable, not even the recently discovered method for difference equations with transition points [12, 13] . In this paper, we show that with some modifications and improvements, the (nonlinear) steepest descent method for 2-dimensional oscillatory Riemann-Hilbert problems introduced by Deift and Zhou [4] in 1993, further explored and extended in [3] and [5] , can be used to give a very nice result for the polynomial p n (z) in (1.5). More precisely, we derive a globally uniform asymptotic expansion for these polynomials in the complex z-plane as n → ∞, except for a sector containing the real axis from −∞ to 1/4. In particular, the region of validity of the expansion includes the infinite interval (1/4, ∞) on the positive real axis, where all the zeros lie. As a consequence of our main theorem, we also give an asymptotic formula for the zeros of the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials. Numerical computation shows that our formula approximates the true values of the zeros closely. The exact statements of our results are summarized in Section 2, and the proofs of the results are given in the subsequent sections. In connection with our investigation, mention should be made of a recent paper by Ismail [7] , in which he has also studied the asymptotics of the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials p n (x) with x = tq −2n , but for fixed values of t.
Statement of the results
Let α n and β n be positive numbers with α n < β n , and let μ n (s) be a probability density function supported on [α n , β n ], i.e., μ n (s) 0 and
In Section 3, it will be shown that the above Mhaskar-Rakhmanov-Saff numbers α n and β n are given by
2)
Note that as n → ∞, we have
Next, we introduce the function
for z ∈ C \ (−∞, β n ], where N = n + 1/2. This function is connected with the g-function
i.e., the logarithmic potential of μ n (s). From (2.5), it is easily verified that
and
This function plays an important role in the theory of uniform asymptotic expansions. It arises in the Liouville transformation for differential equations [9, p. 398] , and in the cubic transformation for integrals [14, p. 367] . Since
Finally, we mention the constant
How we arrive at this number will be shown in the next section. The following theorem is the main result of this paper. It provides a globally uniform asymptotic expansion for the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomial p n (x) as n → ∞. Theorem 1. Let π n (z) = p n (z)/γ n . With ζ n (z) and l n defined as above, we have
ζ n B(z, n) ,
where A(z, n) and B(z, n) are analytic functions of z in C \ S δ , where S δ = {z: 
hold uniformly, and the coefficient functions
To describe the behavior of the zeros, we make the change of variable t → x n (t) = α n β n exp t 2 log(β n /α n ) , (2.14) which takes the interval [−1, 1] onto [α n , β n ]. Let t ν = t ν (n) denote the zeros of π n (x n (t)), and arrange them in the order
A consequence of Theorem 1 is the following result concerning the behavior of the zeros t ν (n) as n → ∞. Numerical evidence on the accuracy of this result is given in Table 1 at the end of the paper. 
The zeros in (2.15) satisfy the asymptotic formula The behavior of the corresponding zeros of π n (x), denoted by x n,ν = x n (t ν ), can be obtained from (2.14). Since
by using (1.5) it can be easily verified that
from which it follows
As a result, one can provide asymptotic formula for all zeros of the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomial p n (x).
Riemann-Hilbert problems
We begin with the Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP) of finding a 2 × 2 matrix-valued function Y :
where the notation on the right-hand side of the equality is used to indicate that all entries in the 2 × 2 matrix Y (z) are O(1), i.e., bounded.
By the now well-known theorem of Fokas, Its and Kitaev [6] , the unique solution to the above problem is given by
In order to normalize condition (Y c ) in the RHP for Y , we first note that the g-function in (2.6) satisfies the jump conditions
On account of (2.6) and (3.1), one readily sees that e ng(z) can be analytically extended to C \ [α n , β n ], and
As usual, we let σ 3 denote the Pauli matrix
For convenience, we also set
which is analytic in C \ [α n , β n ]. Now we define the first transformation 6) where N := n + 1/2 and l n is a constant to be determined. (We have already mentioned the constant l n in (2.10).) From the RHP for Y , it follows by a straightforward calculation that T is the unique solution of the following Riemann-Hilbert problem:
where
and J 21 (x) = 0; (T c ) T (z) behaves like the identity matrix at infinity
for an explanation of the notation.
We wish to choose the probability function μ n (s) in (2.1) and the constant l n mentioned in (2.10) so that the entry J 12 (x) in the jump matrix in condition (T b ) becomes 1 for x ∈ (α n , β n ). Thus, we set
2), formula (2.10) now follows. Differentiating (3.7) gives
For convenience, we put
we can solve this scalar Riemann-Hilbert problem to give
From (3.9) and (2.1), it is easily seen that G(z) → 0 and zG(z) → −1/(πi) as z → ∞. Therefore we have from (3.10)
The last two equations provide a system of two equations in two unknowns α n and β n . To solve for these two unknowns, we need the following result:
Proof. Let I (a, b) denote the integral in (3.13). The change of variable s = a cos 2 θ + b sin 2 θ gives
which, upon making the further change of variable θ = 1 2 φ, becomes
. It can be verified by straightforward calculation that the last equation is equivalent to
Expanding log(1 + r 2 − 2r cos θ) into a Fourier cosine series shows that the second integral on the right-hand side is actually equal to zero. Hence
i.e., (3.13) is proved. To establish (3.14), we simply note that the change of variable s = 1/t gives
Coupling (3.15) and (3.16) yields (3.14). 2
Applying the results in Lemma 1 to (3.11) and (3.12), we obtain 2 α n β n = √ α n + β n (3.17) and log
from which it follows that
see (2.2) and (2.3).
Lemma 2. For any
Proof. Let I (z) denote the integral in (3.21), and make the change of variable
This transformation takes the s-interval
and note that
By partial fraction,
An integration yields
which is equivalent to (3.21). 2
The above result is used to give an explicit formula for the probability density function μ n (s) in (2.1). To see this, we consider a contour Γ which consists of a large circle Γ R , a loop embracing the negative real-axis and a closed curve Γ 1 surrounding the interval (α n , β n ); see Fig. 1 . By Cauchy's theorem, we have 1 2πi
It is readily seen that the integral on Γ R tends to zero as R → ∞, the integral on Γ 1 is equal to
and the integral on Σ + ∪ Σ − is equal to 2πiI (z), where I (z) is the integral given in (3.21) with a = α n and b = β n . Therefore, it follows from (3.10), (3.11) and (3.18) that
or, equivalently,
We next derive an asymptotic formula for the constant l n in (2.10). From (3.1) and (2.5), we note that the function g(z) − log(z − α n ) is analytic in C \ [α n , β n ], and
Define the function
It can be readily verified that
By the Plemelj formula,
From (3.7), it follows that
Now let z → ∞. In view of (3.24), we have
Let the three integrals on the left-hand side be denoted by I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , respectively. As in Lemma 1, one can show that
where r = (
into a Fourier cosine series
one obtains, upon termwise integration,
cf. (3.15). On account of (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20), we have r = 1 + O(q N ), and
Similarly, one can show that
Inserting (3.26)-(3.28) in (3.25), and observing the behavior
we obtain
. By (3.22) and (3.18), it can be shown that
cf. (2.5). If f (x) denotes the expression inside the curly brackets in (3.30) for x ∈ (β n , ∞), then it is easily seen that this function vanishes at β n and its derivative is positive in 
for x ∈ (0, β n ); see also (2.7) and (2.8). On account of this, it follows that g(z) + φ n (z) can be analytically extended to
Using analytic continuation, we obtain from (3.7)
The jump matrix for T in condition (T b ) can be written as follows: Furthermore, we define the jump matrix 
J S (z)
It is readily verified that S satisfies the following conditions:
(S c ) as |z| → ∞,
From (3.31), it can be shown that
Re φ n (z) < 0 in the upper lens region. These together with (3.33) and (3.34) imply that the jump matrix J S (z) tends to the identity matrix as n → ∞, for z ∈ Σ S /Σ 2 . For z ∈ Σ 2 , J S (z) is the constant matrix given in (3.46). It is therefore natural to suggest that for large n, the solution of the RHP for S may behave asymptotically like the solution of the following RHP for N :
This problem can be solved explicitly, and its solution is
By (3.50) and (3.51), the equations in (3.42)-(3.44) imply that T ∼ S as n → ∞. Since S ∼ N as n → ∞, it follows
On account of (3.6), we also have
The argument in this paragraph is only formal, we give it here just as a motivation for the asymptotic formula which we shall establish rigorously. Note that the function ϕ(z) in (3.5) can be written as
Hence, the matrix N(z) in (3.52) can be expressed as
Also, observe that the exponential function in (3.55) is equal to
and that the first matrix above can be factored as
Therefore, it follows from (3.55) and (3.52) that 
we also have
It is now easily verified that
Recall the well-known asymptotic formulas
as z → ∞ in |arg z| < π, and note that ζ
3 , where δ is any positive number, and , we define P (z) respectively, as in (3.60a) and (3.60b) with ζ replaced byζ and the quantity on the right-hand of the equations multiplied by (−1) n . Here, we take the branch of the function [(z − α n )(z − β n )] 1/4 such that it is analytic on the interval (−∞, α n ) and is positive there. Formula (3.58) becomes
where L + and L − are the radial lines defined by
We shall show that the matrix Y (z) in (3.63) is the leading term in an asymptotic expansion of Y (z) multiplied by a simple diagonal matrix independent of z, which holds uniformly for all z ∈ C bounded away from the radial lines arg[z − ( 
Riemann-Hilbert problem for Y
In this section, we verify that the matrix Y (z) defined in (3.63) is a solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem:
where the jump matrices M 1 (z) and M 2 (z) have uniform asymptotic expansions of the form 4) and the coefficient matrices satisfy
We first establish the jump condition (4.1). From (3.60), it is easy to show that
i.e., (4.1) holds. Next, we verify the jump condition (4.3). Put
Inserting (3.60) into (4.9) gives
− ,
For convenience, in (4.11) we have dropped the dependence ofζ on n, i.e.,ζ (z) =ζ n (z). Now we recall the wellknown asymptotic expansions [9, pp. 392-393]
where η = . By a combination of (3.38), (3.59), (4.11) and (4.12), we can easily verify that the asymptotic expansion in (4.4) holds with k = 2, thus demonstrating (4.3). In a similar manner, one can prove (4.2).
Asymptotic expansion of Y (z)
Let R(z) := e 
2 (z) for z ∈ (−∞, 0), and
There exists a sequence of matrices {R k (z)} with the property that for every p 1, there is a constant C p > 0 such that
for all z strictly bounded away from L, where · denotes any matrix norm. 
R(z)
In (5.6), we now insert the formal series
and the asymptotic expansion in (5.2). Collecting terms with like powers of 1/n, we obtain the recursive formula
To establish (5.5), we put
Using (5.1) and (5.7), it can be shown that
for z ∈ L, where
Now define the sequence {E 
for l = 1, 2, . . . . Note that we can rewrite (5.11) as 14) and that the matrix norm of F p (z) is bounded by n −(p+1) , as n → ∞, uniformly for z ∈ L. Writing
and applying the usual argument used in the method of successive approximation, one can show that the limit 
A simple computation shows that the entries in the first column of the matrix P (z), given in (3.60a), are
Ai .
These quantities yield, in particular,
Note that A(z, n) and B(z, n) are analytic functions of z in |arg[z − ( This completes the proof of the first theorem stated in Section 2.
Zeros
We first recall the change of variable t → x n (t) = α n β n exp t 2 log(β n /α n ) in (2.14). From (5.19), we have
where η n (t) = ζ n (x n (t)), −1 + δ t 1, and δ > 0. For t ν = t ν (n) to be a zero of π n (x n (t)), t ν (n) must be a root of the equation In the first equality above, we have used e −πi , instead of e πi , for −1. This is due to the fact that η n (t) is negative and φ n (z) behaves like (z − β n ) 3/2 near z = β n ; see (3.30). We also recall, from Theorem 2, a := 1 2 log(β n /α n ) = 1 2 log(α n β n ) − log α n . Here we have also made use of (1.1). In terms of a in (6.5), x n (t) can be written as x n (t) = α n β n e at 
